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You are duality itself until you change this template...

The fun is truly about to begin.Most of us at this point want and try to believe that we
create our own reality. We have seen our desired manifestations materialize to a certain
extent. We have watched the law of attraction in action.We have witnessed others in
cycles and situations we understood from an attraction awareness.So now it's time to
take your creativity to the next step and become the YOU that you are deep inside you.It's
never been about what you want to be.Its about who you are deep down that has been
suffocating within you most of your life. 

We come in born as seeds and we are metaphorically put into the dirt to be fertilized.
Most do not understand this contrast as important. We feel our painful beginnings and
tough first 21 years are punishment. We feel constricted and blocked. We feel not seen
and not heard, many of us were not safe or free. We are taught that this is BAD. We are
taught that this is why you are not more successful or free. We see this as the reason our
self esteem is shot and our desires are always in someone else's hands. We have been
indoctrinated to believe we are the victim of our circumstance and have become crippled
in our ability to BE ourselves. It's all part of the program.

Alchemy is the process of using limits as potentials. Alchemy is non duality
Duality means separate and in opposition. Non duality is when we use both dark and
light,wrong and right as potentials ( solutions) in our soul's song, mission and creations.

As we begin we will need to deconstruct your belief systems a bit. As long as you hold the
belief that you are a victim ( anywhere in your life) you will be powerless to create a
desired outcome. You will always attract the victim story embedded in your
manifestation. 
Inside every pure desired manifestation created out of negatively charged body will carry:
Humiliation
Guilt
Shame
Resentment
Anger
Grief-loss
Fear 

So we first have to go into the very story you speak from and change duality into non
duality.

Think about your beginning story. Mom, dad, siblings. Your environment. Your social
obligations such as church or family beliefs.The mom and dad story is what creates
duality for a child. Witnessing the separation in them begins to separate you. If you were
an orphan or raised by an outside guardian the separation may be more intense for you. If
you were raised by just one parent your idea of separation may feel different as well.
Regardless of the story. 
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Mom and dad energy in disagreement.
Negative emotions 
Heavy rules or limits
Unsafe home life
Conflict 
Lack of consistency
Authority not keeping their word 
Lack of communication
repression 
Favoritism
Forced contribution or lack of 
Over nurturing or lack of nurturing
Authentic behavior punished  
Judgement 
Lack 
Strong alpha and star energy consuming attention.
Depression, anger 
Busyiness
Routine or lack of routine to embed limits.
Secrets 
Abuse 
Punishment 
Isolation
Punished for others mistakes
Empathic 
Sensitivity ( responsibility ) forced 
Emotional needs denied or rejected 
Humiliation as parenting 
Left out 
Not chosen
Not enough to go around

Separation was taught to you, pushed on to you actually. A child never naturally feels
separate from anything unless separation is the environment in which the child is raised.
So what defines separation?

The brain is literally created out of this witness. The practice of being in a family forms
your neuropathways. The brain becomes the story. The you witnessing this story tends to
remain separate from wanting to believe this. This is how separation is created in you.

In order for you to create a perfect( in your reality) life for yourself.You can not be in
opposition of your own body or energy.Your brain can not believe something different
than you do and manifest purley.

 The Alchemist
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 What did mom's fear create you to become?
 What did dad leaving create you to believe or have to do to survive your life?
What freedoms was taken due to mom and dads believe 
What time was take due to this family conflict 
What health issues did you experience 
What close relationships did you have as a child (grandma was a good listener?) 
If no close relationships were allowed or offered, what were you close too?
What do you have of your dad's physical genetics?
What do you like about them?
What do you not like?
What do you have of moms? 
Or grandparents ? 
What did you inherit personality wise from mom? 
From Dad, grandparents? 
Which parts do you like? Which parts do you dislike?

So first things first. Clean up the duality of the family to change the brain's inner conflict.
The brain believes in what it is surrounded with. The you who is witnessing is in
resistance to this. There is a conflicting stream of energy creating here.The brain and
body are behaving as the old you.The you who has studied and had very different
experiences is pulling away from the belief within you.THIS NEVER WORKS! You will
always be pulled back into the body's story no matter how much you study or meditate. 

Why? Law of resistance. The you sitting inside the story imprint wants to come out but
can not due to the template built around you.
Law of resistance; What you resist you get.

Our first step here is to go into the duality of our family and change this vibration into
non duality.

Lecture to bring you into awareness here. 

Family duality exercise 

In a journal or a recording device Tell the summary of what your story “was” from your
observation point.
Example: Mom was always in fear, complaining dad left us….brothers were bullies and got
the attention. 

Now from your perspective how did this story affect you?
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In quantum fitness part one. You remember we decoded the “ alpha and star energy” You
were asked to find your self given role to be involved. Like the idea of people pleaser or
rebel. 
What did you do to get attention? 
What did you do to avoid attention?
 
The internal separation created from duress in childhood creates the separation you see
today.
The brain is the byproduct of its environment regardless of how your conscious mind
feels. The mold happens through practice, awareness, agreement and resistance. 

Take vs give.

What do you believe dad took from you? 
What did dad do or say to you to make you feel less important,scared or sad?
If there were step parents, what conflict was there?
What role did religion play?
How did the family respond to illness ( always at the doctor, never allowed to see a
doctor?) 
 

What did you grasp onto as a child? 
Were you allowed or safe to experience sceneriery touch?
Hugs, cuddles, laps? 
Were you told when you were good? Appreciated? 
What got you attention?
How did attention feel?
Where did you hide?
Where could you be yourself?
Your imagination? Nature? Reading? Sports? 
What was your safest relationship? ( it could be any of these things listed above and
more) 
What was your unsafest relationship?
What was your security blanket?
What freedom did you desire most?
What did you need from mom?
What did you need from dad? 
What did you get in trouble for the most as a kid? 
Not listening? Not behaving? 
To heads in the clouds? 
Did you get blamed for things?
Too much responsibility?
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What was mom and dads health like?
What was the money story of your family?
How was asking for things received? ( humiliated?) 
Were you forced to live vicariously through failed parents' dreams?
How Much were you allowed to play freely?
What playmates did you have that played how you like to play?
What do you believe mom took from you?
What did mom do, say or force upon you that created sadness, fear or anger?
Where did you live? 
What was school like for you?
What activities were you a part of that you did not enjoy?
What family dynamic were you forced to play?
What belief or beliefs did your family have that you NEVER agreed with?
What escape fantasies did you have?
What did you fantasize about mom and dad?
What did your siblings or lack of siblings take from you?
What family dynamic were you forced to practice? 
What action were you forced to take against your will ( having to move a lot, help out
too much?) 
What role did you play in your childhood friendships? 
The peacemaker? The life coach?
The star? The outcast? 
Now… Look over this… truly sit with the questions you just answered .Do not move on
from seeing this.
Now… look at your present reality. 
Do you see any similarities in your life? Do you see the same issues with your partners
or ex partners? These stories will obviously be different context as you are grown up.
But Do you see the same struggles? The same lack? The same blame, judgement? Same
separation?

The brain becomes the story. This is epigenetics ( Lecture to follow) 
You become an opposition to this story and begin to attempt to fix it or outrun it. 
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Rejection - disempowerment 
2. Abandonment- loss 

This is what separation is. Your brian will attract the same story for you and you will play
the part of contrast, rejection or abandonment.

There are only two wounds. 

This creates 4 core beliefs:

Your brain will continue to create this situation and environment until you rewire it
MANUALLY

So let's get to our present moment. 
Who is in your life currently that you are entangled with?

Entangled; Someone or something that has say or input in your freedom, money, health
and time.  

Who or what is stealing your freedom?
Who or what is stealing your time?
Who or what does your money go to that feels limiting?
Who steals your energy or has a say in how you eat or choose to treat your body?
How do you feel judged by?
What abundance do you have to share constantly that the other party is not appreciating
you for?

The family brainwashing now lives in your physica( body) akal reality. It's embedded in
your job, money, time, health and in relationships.- 
20% human- physical reality 
80% spirit - dream, vision imagination desire solutions

Your conscious mind is always and has been in opposition to this forced reality.The
greater the opposition the more struggle life will appear in your reality yet will be very
similar. The more you have become apathetic to life the more boring and more of a
struggle it will become. The more you agree with the family you were brought into the
more you play out the story.

1. I am not seen
2. I am not heard 
3. I am not safe 
4. I am not loved
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The system is the body itself.
The government is the parents or authority beliefs 
The time is how trapped you feel 
The relationships are how separate you are.
The money is how much of your soul is shared 
The opportunities are how much action you take 
The health is how disconnected you are from your body 
The conflict comes from settling 

Either way from resistance or agreement your story unfolds as it was until you
change the hardware. 

Are you fighting the system? There is no system except the one within.

 

Lecture on NON DUALITY to end. 
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